We move from the subalterity of chapter 6 to a focus on myth in this one and bridge from rural ritual to urban conjuration by way of Euro-instrumentation. The question of this chapter is that of the codification of myth as memory for life when one lives under a death sentence. Juxtaposing vodou veve drawing in the ritual place of the peristils (shrines) of Haiti and saxophone or trumpet playing in the after-hours space of the clubs of New Orleans or Chicago may not seem to represent likely linkage for mythic enquiry. Myth, after all, is normally thought as narrative, a trick and talent of the tongue. Cornmeal incantation and bent-brass improvisation are titillations of the hand, serving talents of the feet (to the degree both function to energize and direct dance). Why explore myth in the key of sonic beat and visual beacon when the subject is story? But then myth is not mere story, but the organization of contradiction into the flow of representation. Myth closes the gap of existence with a hypothesis about living. It imagines a living of meaning over the void of absurdity. Charles Long's long-standing styling of myth as mode of makingdo in the face of mortality issues especially in a consideration of the human capacity to codify rupture into resilience. It is the category of the "break"-between worlds, between persons, between human and humus, between now and then-that pushes this inquiry towards its evident fascinations.
The Myth of Modernity
And what is that fascination in the focus here? The idea that jazz is myth. A feeling-arising out of my own late-in-life encounter with a Miles Davis excavation of silence with the soliloquy of his horn, a Thelonius Monk materialization of earthquake in poke of finger on piece of ivory, a John Coltrane search for a different kind of supremacy in carefully orchestrated screech-ometry. This chapter will posit the possibility of a god emerging from a saxophone, even as, in the older forum of colonial Haiti, gods climbed up the world axis from the forgotten depths of Africa into the fraught lights of slavery in response to a masterful mesmerization of cornmeal drawing on mud floor. Thus bebop concatenation will be read alongside veve conjuration in search of verbal articulation of a certain "Something" that has forced itself on twentieth-century America 1 with all the thick indeterminacy of deep memory.
In brief resume of the terrain to be traversed-I want to take up Charles Long's delineation of the historical apparition of religion and "think with" it in the direction of what is most immediately before and just behind us. The sound-text that first emerges in New Orleans after the 1894 Jim Crow laws force Creole downtowners into concert (figuratively and literally) with dusky-skinned uptowners, that issues in the bright light trumpet of Louis Armstrong's Bach-like advent as America's first impresario of the kingdom of sound, that whispers inside the mind of an elegant Ellington as proud Duke and subtle rebuke of all previous indigenous American composition, that goes soft in swing, grows hard in bop, becomes cool blue in the cruel fifties, freelances into furious flight like an atonal air raid on the head of John Cage in avant-garde or goes abstract across the bar in an Ornette Coleman caterwaul-all of this effervescent entrainment of the metals and minerals of modernity into syncopated two-step with the silence under the surface of frenzied Americanity is not mere ritual. It is the anti-myth making war on the myth that is America. Or so I want to argue.
But that part of the argument is not new. Wynton Marsalis in a 1990s Callaloo interview argued, for instance, that in Ellington, jazz had waxed classical and mythic, putting cultural pressure on the nation to address the music seriously and in so doing deal with itself
